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bstract

Ultra-thin (<10 nm diameter) VO2(B) nanowires have been synthesised, characterised structurally and morphologically and their lithium inter-

alation electrochemistry investigated. The wires exist in bundles and exhibit significant preferred orientation. They have a capacity to intercalate
ithium of 265 mAh g−1 (Li0.82VO2(B)) at a rate of 10 mA g−1 compared with thicker wires of 50–100 nm diameter which exhibit a capacity of
00 mAh g−1 at the same rate. The load curves, structure and morphology remain stable on cycling.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Nanomaterials are receiving increasing attention as elec-
rodes and electrolytes for new generations of rechargeable
ithium batteries delivering higher power and energy density
1–5]. Several nanostructures are being examined, includ-
ng nanoparticles, mesoporous materials, nanoarchitectured
urfaces, nanosheets, nanobelts, nanotubes and nanowires
6–13].

Recently, synthesis of the fifth polymorph of titanium diox-
de, TiO2(B), in the form of nanowires and nanotubes has
een reported [14,15]. The properties of the TiO2(B) nanowires
nd nanotubes as hosts for lithium intercalation have been
xamined and it has been shown that lithium can be inter-
alated up to a composition Li0.98TiO2(B), corresponding to
specific capacity of 330 mAh g−1, with most of the capac-

ty being delivered at a potential of 1.6 V versus Li+(1 M)/Li
16–18].
Several polymorphs of vanadium dioxide are known includ-
ng VO2(R) with the rutile structure, VO2(M) a monoclinically
istorted rutile structure associated with a metal–insulator tran-
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ition, VO2(A) with a tetragonal structure and VO2(B), which
s isostructural with TiO2(B) [19–21]. All the polymorphs
ave been prepared in the form of nanomaterials including
O2(B) [22–32]. Previous reports of VO2(B) nanowires have

ocused on materials in which the wire diameter is typically
0–200 nm. Here we describe the synthesis, structure, mor-
hology and lithium intercalation electrochemistry of ultra-thin
O2(B) nanowires (<10 nm). As far as we are aware only
ne previous report has mentioned VO2 nanowires of compa-
able dimensions, no detailed structural characterisation and
o electrochemistry were presented [28]. Although the focus
f this paper will be on ultra-thin VO2(B) nanowires, some
esults for thicker nanowires will be presented for compari-
on and to set the behaviour of the ultra-thin nanowires in
ontext.

. Experimental

Two different routes were employed for the synthesis of
O2(B) nanowires, they were adapted from the ethylene glycol
ethod reported by Chen et al. [28]. The preparation of standard
anowires involved mixing 10 ml ethylene glycol, 30 ml of dis-
illed water and 0.6 g of V2O5 (Aldrich, 99.6+ %). The mixture
as stirred for 1 h and the resulting suspension transferred to a
0 ml autoclave then heated at 180 ◦C for 48 h. The product was

mailto:pgb1@st-andrews.ac.uk
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.11.028
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ltered, washed with distilled water and ethanol, before drying
vernight at 80 ◦C. Ultra-thin nanowires were prepared by mix-
ng 10 ml of ethylene glycol, 10 ml of distilled water and 0.6 g of

2O5. After stirring for 1 h the resulting suspension was trans-
erred to a 40 ml autoclave then heated at 150 ◦C for 3 h. The
roduct was washed and dried as above. Small changes (±10%)
n the volume of water, temperature and quantity of V2O5 used
ere found to have little or no effect on the resultant products.
Powder X-ray diffraction was performed using a Philips

’Pert system operating in Bragg–Brentano geometry and fit-
ed with a secondary monochromator (Cu K�, λ = 1.5418 Å).
ransmission electron microscopy was performed on a Jeol
EM-2011 electron microscope operating at 200 kV and
quipped with and Oxford-Link EDS detector and a Gatan
74 CCD camera for high-resolution imaging. Electrochem-
cal properties were measured on electrodes prepared using

ixtures comprising 75% active material, 18% Super S or
uper P carbon and 7% Kynar Flex 2801 binder, dry mixed
nd pressed into pellets. Measurements were made using
wo-electrode coin cells comprising a VO2(B) working elec-
rode and Li metal counter electrode. Electrolytes used were

1-m solution of LiPF6 in propylene carbonate and 1 m
ithium bis(oxalato)borate (LiBOB) in propylene carbonate. All

ells were constructed and handled in an Ar filled MBraun
lovebox. Electrochemical measurements were carried out at
0 ◦C using a Biologic MacPile II system or Maccor battery
ycler.

a
a
d
p

Fig. 1. TEM images of (a) ultra-thin VO2(B) nan
r Sources 178 (2008) 723–728

. Results and discussion

.1. Structure and morphology

Transmission electron micrographs of ultra-thin (6–10 nm
iameter) and standard nanowires (50–100 nm diameter) are
hown in Fig. 1. The ultra-thin wires are arranged in bundles
ithin which the wires lie in the same direction. In contrast,

he standard wires are not so arranged but exist as isolated
ires. The standard nanowires exhibit lengths of several microns
hilst the ultra-thin wires are several hundred nanometers in

ength. Examination of many regions of the samples indicates
hat the morphologies and dimensions of the ultra-thin and stan-
ard nanowires are present throughout the respective materials.
igh-resolution transition electron micrographs for ultra-thin

nd standard VO2(B) wires are shown in Fig. 2. Lattice spacings
f 11.6 Å and 3.6 Å are highlighted in figures, which correspond
losely to the d-spacings of the (1 0 0) and (0 1 0) reflections
or VO2(B). Examination of the Fourier transformed selected
rea electron diffraction patterns (shown as insets in Fig. 2)
ndicates that the nanowires are essentially single crystals. The
0 0 1] crystallographic direction is perpendicular to the long
xis of the wires. In the case of the ultra-thin wires the appear-

nce of additional “satellite” spots arises from the difficulty in
voiding the beam intercepting more than one wire in a bun-
le in the z-direction. This results in “twinned-like” SAED
atterns.

owires and (b) standard VO2(B) nanowires.
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ig. 2. HRTEM image and the corresponding FT SAED pattern of a VO2(B)
anowire viewed down the [0 0 1] zone axis. (a) Standard nanowire and (b)
ltra-thin nanowire.

Powder X-ray diffraction data for ultra-thin and standard
anowires are shown in Fig. 3a along with a simulated pow-
er diffraction pattern based on the known crystal structure of
O2(B). The crystal structure of VO2(B) is shown in Fig. 3b
nd consists of sheets of edge sharing VO6 octahedra linked by
orner sharing to adjacent sheets along the c-direction of the unit
ell [33]. The powder pattern for the standard wires agrees well
ith that generated for the crystal structure of VO2(B), however
his is not the case for the ultra-thin nanowires. Examination of
he powder X-ray diffraction data for the ultra-thin wires reveals
n interesting feature. Whereas several of the VO2(B) peaks are
resent, a number are clearly absent. The absences correspond to

t
a
f

ig. 3. (a) Powder XRD patterns comparing standard and ultra-thin VO2(B)
anowires, together with a simulation for bulk VO2(B). (b) Crystal structure of
O2(B) viewed down b-axis. VO6 octahedra: grey; O: white circles.

he reflections with a strong component along the [0 0 1] direc-
ion, e.g. (0 0 1), (0 0 2), (0 0 3) reflections as shown in Fig. 3a.
his direction is perpendicular to the long axis of the wires and,
specially given that these are arranged in bundles, severe pre-
erred orientation is expected to be the origin of the missing
eaks.

.2. Electrochemistry

The nanowires were incorporated into composite electrodes,
hich were in turn assembled into cells as described in the
ection 2. Previous studies of vanadium oxide electrodes in
lectrolytes containing DMC have indicated significant capacity
ade associated with instability of the electrode in such elec-
rolytes [34]. We confirmed that capacity fading occurs with
O2(B) in cells containing LP30 electrolyte (LiPF6 in EC/DMC

1:1, v/v)). In order to avoid this problem we employed a 1-m
olution of LiPF6 in PC as an electrolyte.
The charge–discharge curves for the first cycle of ultra-
hin and standard VO2(B) nanowires, collected at low rate,
re shown in Fig. 4. The basic shapes of the load curves
or the two sets of nanowires are similar, both exhibiting a
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ig. 4. Load curves of VO2(B) nanowires at a rate of 10 mA g−1 in 1 M LiPF6

n PC.

seudo-plateau in the middle of the capacity range. However,
he ultra-thin wires exhibit a higher discharge (intercalation)
apacity (265 mAh g−1) compared with the standard wires
200 mAh g−1). Given that the separation of the charge and dis-
harge curves for the ultra-thin wires is less than that for the
tandard wires, it is likely that this increased capacity corre-
ponds to faster kinetics for the ultra-thin wires, resulting from
heir smaller diameter, which leads to shorter diffusion pathways
or Li upon intercalation. It should also be noted that the range
f solid solution, both before and after the pseudo-plateau, is
reater for the ultra-thin wires. This may be a further demon-
tration of the fact that on reducing the dimensions of a material,
he range of solid solution can increase, as shown recently for
ixFePO4 [5,35].

The evolution of the load curves for ultra-thin VO2(B)
anowires on cycling is shown in Fig. 5. Some irreversible capac-
ty loss is noted, but mainly on the first cycle, a feature often

bserved for intercalation compounds [6,16,18]. Aside from this
mall irreversible capacity loss on cycle 1, the shapes of the
oad curves remain relatively stable on cycling. Evolution of
he capacity with cycle number is more clearly represented in

ig. 5. Load curves of ultra-thin VO2(B) nanowires at a rate of 50 mA g−1 in
iPF6 in PC for several cycles.

a
t
e
t
o
a

ig. 6. Discharge capacity vs. cycle number for VO2(B) nanowires at a rate of
0 mA g−1 in LiPF6 in PC and LiBOB in PC, 2.0–3.2 V.

ig. 6, where it is compared with the standard VO2(B) nanowires
ycled under identical conditions. The first cycle capacity loss is
gain evident with a smaller degree of capacity fade continuing
o occur over the first few cycles, thereafter capacity retention is
ood. Comparing these results with those for the standard wires,
he latter also shows capacity fade on the first cycle, albeit of
somewhat lower magnitude, and capacity fade over the next

ew cycles, after which capacity retention is marginally better
han the ultra-thin wires. Cycling was also carried out in a non-
uorinated electrolyte, 1 m solution of LiBOB in PC, in contact
ith the ultra-thin nanowires. Despite a lower initial capacity,

here is negligible fade after the first cycle, suggesting that the
low fade observed for the LiPF6-based electrolyte after cycle 1
ay be due to reaction between the VO2(B) and HF in the elec-

rolyte. Overall, Fig. 6 emphasises the higher capacities obtained
ith the ultra-thin wires.
Given that the shape of the load curves for both ultra-thin

nd standard nanowires suggests the presence of two solid solu-
ion regions separated by a two-phase region, it is interesting to

xplore the structural changes that accompany lithium intercala-
ion and deintercalation. Powder X-ray diffraction data collected
n the standard nanowires as a function of the state-of-charge
nd on cycling are shown in Fig. 7. The standard nanowires

Fig. 7. Powder XRD patterns of standard VO2(B) nanowires on cycling.
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ere chosen because they exhibit load curves with the same
eatures as the ultra-thin wires but possess better quality pow-
er diffraction data, permitting a more detailed interpretation
f the structural evolution. Comparing first the powder X-ray
iffraction pattern for the as-prepared wires with that for the
ires at the end of discharge (corresponding to a lower cut-off
otential of 2 V versus Li+(1 M)/Li), it might appear at first sight
hat there has been a significant structural change on intercala-
ion. However all of the peaks can be indexed on the same unit

ell as the parent material, the changes in the powder diffrac-
ion pattern being explained by a significant expansion along
he b-direction. Indeed, a similar powder diffraction pattern has

ig. 8. Transmission electron micrographs for (a) standard VO2(B) nanowires
fter 150 cycles and (b) ultra-thin VO2(B) nanowires after 200 cycles.
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een observed previously for a lithium intercalated bulk VO2(B)
or which the same interpretation was given [36]. There is no
hange of the gross structure on intercalation and the powder
iffraction pattern for an electrode arrested on partial discharge
corresponding to 100 mAh g−1 of charge inserted) may also be
ndexed on the same VO2(B) unit cell. The powder pattern after
ne complete cycle is very similar to the as-prepared material
s is the pattern after 20 cycles. We can conclude that over-
ll there are no gross structural changes occurring on lithium
ntercalation, deintercalation or cycling. TEM data collected for
ltra-thin and standard VO2(B) nanowires after 200 cycles are
hown in Fig. 8. These data confirm retention of the morphology
nd demonstrate that cycling has not resulted in severe break-up
f the ultra-fine nanowire bundles.

The above results indicate that the shape of the load curves
annot be explained by any gross structural or morphological
hanges and therefore must arise from the more subtle effects.
he weak scattering of X-rays by lithium leaves open the possi-
ility that lithium ordering may occur within the basic VO2(B)
tructure, leading to the pseudo-plateau behaviour observed in
he load curves, however this will require further investigation
y powder neutron diffraction, even then, given the width of the
iffraction peaks anticipated as a result of the nanodimensions,
t may prove difficult to obtain direct structural evidence for such
rdering.

. Conclusions

In conclusion, the synthesis, structural/morphological char-
cterisation and electrochemical behaviour of ultra-thin
6–10 nm) VO2(B) nanowires have been reported. Capacities
f 265 mAh g−1 can be obtained from the ultra-thin wires and
fter some capacity loss on the first few cycles, good capac-
ty retention is demonstrated on cycling. The ultra-thin wires
eliver a higher capacity to store charge than the standard wires
ycled under the same conditions (200 mAh g−1). There is no
vidence for gross structural or morphological changes during
ithium intercalation, deintercalation and cycling.
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